
A study has revealed that Basal cell

carcinoma (BCC) is more frequent among

females under 40 years old ;  however ,  it

effects preferentially males over 60 years

old .

It concludes that females are probably born

with an inherently higher risk to develop

BCC ;  however ,  also with a much slower

increase rate of this risk as a function of

age .  Notably this observation seems to be

not a BCC peculiarity .  

Because of its high incidence coupled with

moderate morbidity and extremely low

mortality rates ,  BCC may serve as a

valuable ,  single-tumor paradigm to

reproach the complex mechanisms that

underline the interaction of age and sex in

the pathogenesis of human malignancies .

To see our range of dermatoscopes and

other skin care products head to

www .ausderm .com .

For full refences head to

https : //www .hindawi .com/journals/jsc/2019/830

4271/

CORRECT  FREQUENCY  OF

BATH ING  FOR  ATOP IC

DERMAT I S I S  I N  CH I LDREN ?

There is controversy regarding the frequency of

bathing for patients with atopic dermatitis ,  with

some clinicians considering bathing or showering

an additional skin irritant .  

In a two-week randomized ,  crossover trial that

included 42 children with moderate to severe

atopic dermatitis ,  frequent bathing (twice-daily

bath for 15 to 20 minutes followed by emollient

application) was associated with a greater decrease

in the severity score of atopic dermatitis ,  compared

with infrequent bathing (twice-weekly for 10

minutes or less) . 

It was suggested that daily bathing to most patients

is advisable .  Whether bath or shower is preferred ,

rapid application of emollients and/or prescribed

topical preparations immediately after ("soak-and-

seal") is essential .

For full references head to https : //www .uptodate .com/contents/treatment-

of-atopic-dermatitis-eczema/abstract/25-27
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Primary hyperhidrosis is defined as excessive

sweating of certain body areas without

physiological reasons .  Hyperhidrotic individuals

report a high psychological strain and an

impairment of their quality of life .   A recent study

was conducted to investigate the relation between

hyperhidrosis and different psychological as well as

physiological aspects of chronic stress as a co-factor

for the etiology of depression .

After monitoring a group of 80 subjects ,  in

hyperhidrotics ,  they found a significant lack of

social recognition as well as significantly more

depressive symptoms compared to the control

subjects .  A subgroup of patients with axillary

hyperhidrosis had the highest impact on these

increased issues of chronic stress ,  pointing to a

higher embarrassment in these subjects .  Especially

in social situations ,  hyperhidrotics showed higher

stress levels ,  whereby a vicious circle of stress and

sweating is triggered .  Moreover ,  affected persons

suffer from more depressive symptoms ,  which may

be caused by feelings of shame and a lack of self-

confidence .

However ,  there are developing technologies in the

hyperhodrisis field that focus on creating a solution  

for this crippling condition .  Affordable products like

Dermadry aim to use iontophoresis technology by

directing a mild electrical current through the skin ,

neutralising the connections between the sweat

nerves and sweat glands .  

Check out the Dermadry range at

www .ausderm .com .
For references head to https : //journals .plos .org/plosone/article?

id=10 .1371/journal .pone .0092412

NEWLY  I DENT I F I ED

GENE  B IOMARKER

CAN  D IST INGU ISH

ATOP IC  DERMAT I T I S

AND  PSOR IAS I S

WITH  EXCELLENT

ACCURACY

Mount Sinai researchers have

pinpointed a single gene biomarker ,

nitride oxide synthase 2 (NOS2) that

can distinguish atopic dermatitis (AD)

and psoriasis with 100 percent

accuracy using adhesive tape strips ,  a

non-invasive alternative to skin

biopsy .  

Atopic dermatitis ,  also known as

eczema ,  is an inflammatory ,

extremely itchy skin disorder that

affects more than 31 million adults in

the United States ,  including 10 to 20

percent of children .  Psoriasis is a skin

disorder that causes red ,  itchy scaly

patches ;  it has no cure and affects

more than 8 million people in the

United States .

This is an exciting revelation for the

Dermatology Industry and this

research will be published in the

Journal of Allergy and Clinical

Immunology .  

For more information and references head to

https : //www .news-

medical .net/news/20200721/Newly-identified-

gene-biomarker-can-distinguish-atopic-

dermatitis-and-psoriasis-with-excellent-

accuracy .aspx
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